Valid Proof of Payment
Why Providing Documentation is Important
If you are claiming for reimbursement for travel, entertainment, gifts, or transportation expenses, you must be able to prove
(substantiate) certain elements of the expense.
The IRS (Internal Revenue Service - the United States agency that enforces internal revenue laws) has strict requirements regarding
the inclusion of documentation and proof of payment when submitting an expense reimbursement statement. The IRS is placing an
increasingly significant importance on good governance guidelines for non-profit organizations. Documentary evidence is usually
considered adequate if it shows the amount, date, place, essential character of the expense, and valid proof of payment (i.e. any
expense equal to or over US$ 75 for Rotarians/$ 25 for Staff). For example, a restaurant receipt is enough to prove a business expense
if it provides the name and location of the restaurant, the number of people served, and the date and amount of the expense. Obtaining
sufficient backup for hotel stays and event registrations are the most challenging issue for Rotary.
Please note: A hotel folio is required for any hotel reimbursement regardless of dollar amount

Adequate documentation for hotel folio

Name and location of hotel

Name and person(s) staying
at the hotel

Travel information

Description of the expenses

Proof of payment

If the hotel folio has a balance due on it, also provide valid proof of payment such as:
• Receipt received when credit card is swiped
• Credit card statement/bank statement with the amount for expenses claimed*
• Receipt showing amount paid
• Cancelled check **
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Inadequate documentation: Missing proof of payment

Proof of payment is missing

Providing Credit Card Information/Check Number is not a valid proof of payment
Attach valid proof of payment such as:
• Receipt received when credit card is swiped
• Credit card statement/bank statement with the amount for expenses claimed*
• Receipt/email from event organizer showing amount paid
• Cancelled check**

Notes:

• Recently, many registrations are being made on the internet. A confirmation e-mail is not a valid proof of payment if it does not
show the amount paid. A copy of the registration form and the confirmation, in addition to a credit card/bank statement showing
the registration cost will usually establish proof of payment.
• A “Paid” stamp on a receipt, invoice or hotel folio by itself is not a valid proof of payment. A copy of the invoice/receipt/folio along
with a credit card/bank statement or cancelled check will usually establish proof of payment.

* For credit card/bank statements, you should black out all other information except what is pertinent to prove the expense (ie.
amount, date, name of vendor, and your name).
** A cancelled check, together with a bill from the payee, ordinarily establishes the cost. However, a cancelled check by itself does not
prove a business expense.
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